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1. Introduction 
Let 1, denote the set of positive integers { 1,. . . , n}. The vector e(i) is the ith 
unit vector of the n-dimensional Euclidean space R”. The vector 0 E R” denotes 
the all-Zero vector. The Ok and lk denote the all-Zero vector and the all-one vec- 
tor in Rk respectively. Furthermore, E’ denotes the i x i identity matrix. A row 
vector is lexicogruphic positive if it is a nonzero vector and its first nonzero en- 
try is positive. A matrix is said to be lexicographicpositive if all its rows are lexi- 
cographic positive. The sign function sign : R H { 1, -l} is defined by 
{ 
1 
sign(x) = _1 
if x 3 0, 
if x < 0. 
Wright [l] proved the following algebraic result on the cube which is used to re- 
solve the degeneracy Problem for his octahedral or 2”-ray simplicial algorithm. 
Lemma 1.1. Giuen any uector c E R”, there exists a unique sign vector s E R”, 
defined by 
s; = 
{ 
1 if ci<O! 
-1 if ci > 0, 
such that the matrix 
[ 
1 1 1 1 1 
-1 . . . 
c sie(l) sie(2) . . . s,e(n) 
exists and is lexicographic positive. 
Let C” denote the n-dimensional cube {X E IR” 1 xi < qi and -Xi < - pi3 
i E Z,,} with -CX < p, < q, < +oo for all i E ZX. According to the interpretation 
of Talman and Yamamoto [2], the 2”-ray algorithm leaves the starting Point, 
say v E C”, in the direction of the unique vertex x* of C” where XT = qi for 
si = 1 and XT =p, for Si = -1. 
In the next section we will generalize the above result to arbitrary polytopes. 
The result (Theorem 2.1) and its extensions tan be used to circumvent degen- 
eracy Problems for simplicial algorithms developed by van der Laan and 
Talman [3-51, Doup and Talman [6], Talman and Yamamoto [2], Yamamoto 
and Yang [7], and Yang [8]. In Section 3 we will discuss these applications. Fi- 
nally in Section 4 we will discuss the application of Theorem 2.6 on two classes 
of special polytopes. 
2. Main results 
In this section we present our main results on arbitrary polytopes. Consider 
an arbitrary full-dimensional polytope 
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P = {x E R” 1 afTx 6 b,. ‘di E Z,,, }. 
77 
We assume that P is simple and no constraints are redundant. For each subset 1 
of I,,,. define 
F(Z) = {X E P 1 aiTx = b,;Vi E Z}. 
Then F(Z) is a face of P unless it is empty. Note that F(8) = P. Let 
9 = {Z C Z,, 1 F(I) is a nonempty face of P} 
Under the above assumption that dim(P) = 11, P is a simple polytope, and 
the linear inequalities defining P are nonredundant, we have the following 
observations: 
1. for each face F of P the set Z E 4 with F = F(Z) is unique and identical with 
the set {i E Z,,, 1 alTx = 6,: Vx E F}; 
2. dim(F(Z)) = n - IZI f or any Z E .fl and F(Z) is a vertex of P if Z E .f with 
IZI = n; 
3. for some Z E 9, G is a facet of F(Z) if and only if G = F(Z U {h}:~ for some 
h $ f with Z U {h} E 4; 
4. for any 1 E 9 all the vectors a’ with j E 1 are linearly independent. More- 
over. if Z E Y, then Z \ {k} E 4 for any k E 1. 
Now we are ready to present one of our main theorems. 
Theorem 2.1. Given any n-dimensional simple polJ,tope P = {x E R” 1 a”x 
< bi,Vi E Z,,} bvith nonredundant constraints and an), l>ector c E W, there Cl.\-ists 
a uniyue indes set J E 9 &h J = { ji. . jn} and IJ1 = n such that thr matli\ 
Dm’ = 
1 1 1 “’ 1 -’ 
C all a/z QJ’? 1 
exists and is lexicographic positive. 
Proof. Consider the linear programming (LP) Problem 
max -CTX 
s.t. x E P. 
(2.1) 
Then there exists an optimal Solution x- E P which is a vertex of P since P is 
bounded. Its dual Problem (DLP) is 
min bTA 
s.t. c 2,aJ = -c, i, > 0. Vj E Z, 
/Efrn 
(2.2) 
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Let 
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I(x*) = {j E Im 1 bj - d =.x* = 0) = {jl, j,, . . . , jn}. 
Clearly, I(x*) E 9 and IZ(x*)l = n since x* is a vertex of P. 
Two cases have to be considered. 
Case 1. The dual Problem (2.2) is nondegenerate. That is to say, every basic 
feasible solution A* of the Problem (2.2) has exactly n components being posi- 
tive. So we have AT > 0 for all j E Z(x*) and AJ = 0 for all j E Z, \ Z(x*). Note 
that the n vectors all >“‘> dn are linearly independent. Now we should prove 
that & - ajl, & - d.2 . . , dn - aJn-1, c - ajn are linearly independent. Suppose 
to the contrary that there exists a nonzero vector (Pi, &, . . . , fl,,) such that 
ß,(d*-d~)+ß,(d3-&)+.. . + ßn_* (& - &‘) + ßn(c - &) = 0. 
(2.3) 
Since c = - ~j~,(X,J J AW, it follows from Eq. (2.3) that 
(-81 - ß,;J*,)d’ + (ß, - ß2 - ßnA;p + . . . + (ßn-, - ß, - ßnlL;“)dn = 0. 
Because ajl >“‘> & are linearly independent, we have 
- /?, - /Q;, = 0 
ß* - ß2 - ß& = 0 
ßn-1 - ß, - ß,JJrn = 0. 
Thus, ß1 = -/IJ,, ß2 = -ß,,($, +AJj),...,ß, = -ß,(AJ, +...+AJn). Since 
AT > 0 for all j E I(x*), we have ßi = .. * = ß, = 0, yielding a contradiction. 
It follows that ajl,aj2 1 . . . > ajn, c are affinely independent. Thus the matrix 
1 1 1 ... 1 
c aJ1 ai2 . . p” 1 
is nonsingular. By taking Ao = l/(l + Cy=, ATi) and Ai = Al;/(l + c:=i ATi) for 
i E I,,, we have 
2 ;li = 1, A, > 0 for all i, 
i=O 
2 
A,d + lOC = 0. 
i=l 
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So we conclude that 
19 
[ 
1 1 1 ‘.. 1 -’ 
c & & . & 1 
exists and is lexicographic positive. 
Case 2. The dual Problem (2.2) is degenerate. That is to say, some basic vari- 
ables of a basic feasible Solution to (2.2) are Zero. So there may exist some el- 
ement i E I(x*) with Ay = 0. In this case we consider the perturbed linear 
programming (PLP) Problem 
max -(c’ - (t, Z, . . ) E”))X 
s.t. x E P. 
Its dual Problem (DPLP) is 
min bTi 
S.t. C Ebjd = -(C - (6, E2. . . . , E”)T), 
Jtlm 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
It is well-known in linear programming (see [9]) that there exists a positive 
number EO such that for any 6 E (0, eo), the DPLP is nondegenerate. Let x* 
be an optimal Solution of the PLP which is a vertex of P, and A* be the corre- 
sponding optimal Solution of the DPLP. Let 
Z(X*) = {j E I, 1 bj - dT * x =0}={jl,j2,...%jn}. 
Clearly, Z(x*) E 9 and Il(x*)l = n since X* is a vertex of P. The nondegeneracy 
implies that i.J, > 0 for all i E Zn such that 
&c& = -c + (6, 62, . . . ) qT. (2.61 
i=l 
It follows from the argument in Case 1 that the matrix 
1 1 1 1 1 -1 BZ c-(E,E~!...,E”)~ ajl aJ’ ... dn 
exists and is lexicographic positive. Let l= (1,.12,....I,,.I)T= (l.O..... 0)’ 
+B(O, E, t2,. . . , cn)T and let 
1 1 1 “’ 1 
B= 
C ajl 1 aj2 . ajn . 
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It is easy to see that 
11 0 “. 0 0 
12 1 “’ 0 0 
1 
BB= i f ; 
1, 0 .” 1 0 
1 n+i 0 ..’ 0 1 
 
Since the matrix on the right-hand side is nonsingular, the matrix B must also 
be nonsingular. 
Let W = Be’. We will show that W is lexicographic positive. Suppose to the 
contrary that the first nonzero entry of the ith row of W is less than Zero. In this 
case there exists a positive number t < eo such that the ith element ,u~ of the 
vector 
(&,k>.. . &,+JT = W(l,t,. . ,q* 
is less than Zero. On the other hand it follows from Eq. (2.6) that 
-d- 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
where d = 1 + ET=, AJ, > 1. Premultiply both sides of Eq. (2.8) by W. Then we 
obtain 
A* = W(d, E, . . , c”)*. (2.9) 
It is clear from Eqs. (2.7) and (2.9) that 31, < ,ui < 0, yielding a contradiction. 
The uniqueness tan easily be shown as follows. Consider the above two 
cases. In the above Case 1, we first note that x* is the unique optimal Solution 
of the LP (2.1). In other words, if the DLP (2.2) is nondegenerate, the LP (2.1) 
has a unique optimal solution. 
Suppose now that there exists a different set Z E 9 with Z = {ii , i2, , in} 
and 111 = n such that the matrix 
1 1 1 ‘.’ 1 -’ 
C ab & . & 1 
is lexicographic positive. Then the linear System 
UilTX = b;, : vt E Zn, 
(2.10) 
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has a unique solution, say z* being a vertex of P. It follows from (2.10) that 
-C = Crt,,, j.,,a” with ni, , > 0 for all t E In. Let AI = 0 for all t E I, \ I. It is clear 
that the vector 3. is a basic feasible solution of the DLP (2.2). The complemen- 
tary slackness condition is satisfied. Hence z* is another optimal Solution of the 
LP (2. l), yielding a contradiction. 
Case 2 tan be shown in the same way. 0 
Note 2.2. There is a bijective mapping from the set of the vertices of the 
polytope P to the set {Z E 4 1 111 = n}. S o in the above theorem the uniqueness 
of the index set J is equivalent to the uniqueness of a vertex of P. 
Note 2.3. If we Change the ordering of the columns in the above matrix D, the 
theorem still holds. 
Following the same line of the proof. we tan derive the following result. 
Theorem 2.4. Given any n-dimensional simple polyatope P = {x E R” 1 alTx < 
h;! i E I,,,} lvith only nonredundant constraints and an), vector c E R”. there rxists 
u unique vertex x* of P such that the matrix 
B-’ 1 0 
..’ 
0 0 
-’ 
= L 011 aJ’ . & 1 
exi.sts and is lexicographic positive, where x* is the solution of the n linear equa- 
tions aJiTx = b,, ~ t E In, and {jl . . . . j,,} is a subset oj’l,,, with cardinality n. 
Note 2.5. If we Change the ordering of the columns in the above matrix B, the 
theorem still holds. 
In the previous results we assumed that the polytope P is n-dimensional and 
simple and that none of the constraints airx < bi is redundant. Similarly. we tan 
extend Theorem 2.4 to a lower-dimensional polytope in [w”. 
Theorem 2.6. Let a polytope P be deJined by P = {x E R” 1 afT.x < bi. i 
E I,,, and cJTx = dj> j E IM,}, where 0 6 m1 <n. Assume that P is simple and 
(n - m’)-dimensional and that no constraints are redundant. For uny c E W”. 
there exists u unique vertex x* oj’P .such that the,following matrix 
B-’ 1 0 0 0 0 0 
-1 
zz 
c ail ah aJ,,_,,,l cl . p’ 1 
exists and thejirst n - m’ f 1 rows of this matrix are all lexicographic positive. 
where x* is the Solution of the n linear equations cJTx = dJ, j E In+. dTx = 
b,,. t E I~_,,I , and {J', . ! J;,_,,,b } is a subset of I,,, with cardinality n - m’. 
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Note 2.7. If we Change the ordering of the columns in the above matrix B, the 
theorem still holds but we should say that all the rows of B-’ corresponding 
to the columns (1, c*)* and (0, aiiT)* for all i E I _ n m’ are lexicographic 
positive. 
3. Applications 
In this section we discuss several applications of the results in the previous 
section. In particular, we will demonstrate how the algorithm of Talman and 
Yamamoto [2] tan be modified by dropping their nondegeneracy assumptions. 
Their algorithm includes the (n + 1)-ray algorithm of van der Laan and Tal- 
man [3], the algorithm of Doup and Talman [6] and Wright [l] as special cases 
under nondegeneracy assumptions. Let f : P H R” be a continuous function 
where P is a polytope as in Theorem 2.1. Our objective is to find a Point 
x* E P so that f(x*) = 0. Such a Point x* is called a zero Point. We will also pro- 
vide a sufficient condition for the existente of zero Points. 
For a nonnegative integer t, a t-dimensional simplex or t-simplex, denoted 
by a, is defined by the convex hu11 of t + 1 affinely independent Points 
X’,... , x’+’ in R”. We often write c = a(x’, . . . ,x’+‘) and cal1 x’ , . . . , xf+l the ver- 
tices of o. A (t - 1)-simplex being the convex hu11 oft vertices of o is said to be 
a facet of o. The facet 7(x’, . . . ,Xi-‘,xifl,. . . ,x’+l) is called the facet of 
o(xi,... ,x’+‘) opposite to the vertex x’. For k, O< k< t, a k-simplex being 
the convex hu11 of k + 1 vertices of (T is said to be a k-face or face of o. A finite 
collection F of n-simplices is a triangulation of P if 
1. P is the Union of all simplices in r; 
2. The intersection of any two simplices of y is either the empty set or a com- 
mon face of both. 
Let v be any Point of P which is usually an initial guess of a zero Point. The 
Point v will be the starting Point of the algorithm. For any face F(I) of P with 
I E 9 which does not contain v we define S(I) to be the convex hu11 of 
v U F(I), i.e., 
S(I) = {x / x = EV + (1 - a)z for some z E F(I) and c( E [0, 11). 
Note that dim(uF(I)) = dim(F(I)) + 1 = ~t - 111 + 1 = t. Let y be a triangula- 
tion of P such that each set t+‘(I) is subdivided into t-simplices. For example we 
tan take the V-triangulation from [2]. Since r is finite and P is compact, it tan 
be shown that every facet 7 of an (n - /Zl + 1)-simplex o in S(I) either lies in 
the boundary of S(I) and is only a facet of o or is a facet of exactly one other 
(n - 111 + 1)- sim pl ex in S(I). Let f be a simplicial approximation of f with 
respect to F. This means that f(x) = f( x ) f or each vertex of r and f 1s affine 
on each simplex of r. 
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Let z(x’, . . ,x’) be a (t - l)-simplex in uF(I) where Z E 9 with Z = {iril, 
. . , in+,}, t = n - 111 + 1. The (n + 1) x (n + 1) matrix 
[ 
1 . 1 1 “’ 1 
& = j-(-J) . f(xf) &-l . .. &+I 1 
is called the label matrix of z with respect to Z. The simplex z is said to be I- 
complete if A;: exists and is lexicographic positive. In particular, an n-simplex 
c(.x’, . . . T,r”+‘) is called fl-complete if 
[ 
1 1 1 1 
-1 . . A,i =jp) fp) . f(x”“) 
exists and is lexicographic positive. 
Lemma 3.1. Let x’ = v and 7 = {x’ }. Then there exists a unique set I E 9 with 
111 = n such that 5 is a 0-simplex in uF(I) and z is 1-complete. 
Proof. It is a straightforward result of Theorem 2.1. 0 
The following lemma is well-known in linear programming theory and tan 
easily be proved. We will invoke it later. Let B be a matrix. We denote its ith 
row by B, and its jth column by B,t, respectively. 
Lemma 3.2. Let B = (B.‘,. .,B.,.+‘) he any non-Singular (n+ 1) x (n + 1) 
matrix and x be any vector in Rn+‘. Let k E In+’ and L? = (B.‘, . , . ,B.k-1.~. 
BA+‘, . . . , B.,+I ). Then either (BP’x), = 0 and L? is singular, or (B-‘x)~ # 0 and 
the following matrix exists 
I (B-‘1,. - e(B-7,. 
(BP’),_,, - (B-‘x)k-’ (B -‘) . . 
P ‘4t !, 
B-1 = & (B-‘)k. 
(B-‘),+,, - $+ (B-l), 
L (B-‘)n+,, - & (B-l), 
Lemma 3.3. Let o be a t-simplex in uF(Z) where Z E 9 and t = n - lZ[ + 1. If‘o 
has an I-complete facet z, then exactly one of the following two cases occurs. 
s! puv (r)g uj SJ D lvt.j~ OS jf- = 111 ~#JM a 3 f las anbgn v SlsJxa anayJ (1) 
:sm330 sasm OMI 8uptiolloJ ayl Jo auo dpvxa 
~a~~‘1\~13~a~~~~q~a.3{~}nz=~a~a~~(~)~~~~~~~~z~~+(z~-~=~ 
puv g 3 I anayM (I),~R UZ xaldzufs-( 1 - I) a?alduro3-I UV aq D Ia7 ‘p’c amwaq 
0 .a,yl!sod 
cydc.BoDIxal JOU SI X~JTXU Mau ayl30 asJahuF ayl uayl ‘pacvz1da.I SF uuInIo3 yw 
ayl uvyl layjo uuuyo~ h.nz 3! leyl z’f wnua7 wo13 LIaleypauu_u! s~o1Io3 iI 
.([)g u! xaIdw!s-( 1 - 3) alaIduro3-I UI! s! z aDuag ‘aagr 
-sod cyqdwBo3~xaI s! puc slyxa c!v wyl y 30 aD!oyD ay) u10.13 SMOIIOJ 11 ‘z’f BUI 
-rua? Buysn ‘+x xallaA ayl 01 alrsoddo D 30 )a”rzJ ayl aq L IaI uayl “13 y 31 (z) 
‘alaIdwo3-I SI D OS ‘f’z aloN Lq aA!lIsod ~gdeSo~!xaI s! 
pue sJs!xa asJaAu! asoyrn 1’“~ Ja% aM 8 30 SuuInIo~ ayl %Upap.IOa.I icg .aAgysod 
D!ydeGo3!xaI s! pue slyxa ,-g lcyl z’f eunuay u10.13 SMOIIOJ $1 .,(,(+x)/‘~) 
/cq uwnIo~ y~q SI! ZurDeIdal Lq “‘y u.1013 pauyqo X~TXLI ayl aq g Ia? .(_r)g 
ur s~ D pua a 3 I ‘&y3 '(1) \r=_r pue J.1 =1 Ia1 uayl ‘II\ I+"I 3 y 31 (1) _ 
Q) pue (1) sasw oM1 ih~~o1Io3 ayl lap!s 
-uo3 am ‘MON ‘pauyalap LIanbrun s! y ‘.wInE@suou st :?y aws .slopaA op 
-IX y3ns IITZ laao laplo zyyde.GoD!xaI ayl u; tunw~u~tu ayl s! lopah oge.~ yw ayl 
leyl y3ns _y 3 y asooys ‘_y 3 [ IIE 103 “( {Jv)(%/I) s;rolDaA oy2 ayl lap!suoD 
‘1 = ,(,(+wI)(,,o‘I) = ,(,(+wI):-Y,,+uI = fQI+uI 2 0 
.z iamJaia]dtuon-I naqlo aua @mxa svy D xaldtys ayJ (z> 
.aialduro3-I si 2 uvyl raylo D ,/o lamj” ou puv ‘13 1 xapu! auo cClas!gaAd 
AO/ (1) \ 1 = 1 adayM (I),+I uf xaldtys alalduto3-i UV ST D xaldugs ayJ (1) _ _ 
[6-Q (8661) 6Lp suo!nmyddv SI! puv v.U@[v nvaq / %!Vh ‘z ‘a@p[ng ‘,y P8 
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reordering the columns of B we get ATXI whose inverse exists and is lexicograph- 
ic positive by Note 2.3. So r is Z-complete. 
Again it follows from Lemma 3.2 that if any other column is replaced, then 
the inverse of the new matrix is not lexicographic positive. 0 
In Order to guarantee the existente of a zero Point, we impose the following 
condition on ,f’. 
Condition 3.5. The function f : PH R” is a continuous function such that 
a’r,f(x) 3 0 for each i E Im and each x E F( { i}). 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that f satisy2e.s Condition 3.5. Let 5 he an I-c‘omplete 
(t - l)-simplex bvhere I E .Y and t = n - IIl + 1. If I = d? or T lies in F(I), then T 
c’ontains a zero Point of ,f. 
Proof. Let ß be the first column of A;j. It is clear that E:i,’ /3, = 1 and bi 3 0 
for all i E Zn+1 If Z = 0, let x = xyir; bixi. It follows from .4,,~/3 = (1. O”r)T that 
f(x) = x;:,’ &f(x’) = 0. If T 1’ ies in F(Z), we first prove that Ei,,, ßi > 0. 
Suppose on the contrary that Pi = 0 for all i E Zt. This implies that F,‘z:,~, 
ß.i = 1. Furthermore we have that ET::+, ßia’i = 0 from Cl=, ß, .f (x’)+ 
C?j+, ßia’i = 0. But this contradicts the fact that the vectors a”-’ , . (7”,,’ arc 
linearly independent. Let X; = ßi/ Cjc,, ßj for all i E Z,,+I Clearly, 3., B 0 for all 
i E L+I and CIE,, ii = 1. Let x = C,,,, i,;x’. Then .f(:) = Cit,, A;,f(x’). It 
follows from A,,,ß = (1 i O”T)T that 
(3.1) 
Since T lies in F(I), it holds that a17f(xl) 3 0 for all i E I and allj E 1, by Con- 
dition 3.5. This also implies that 
a’T.f(x) > 0. kg E 1. (3.2) 
Note that Z = {i,,, i. . . ~ i,,,}. It follows from Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2) that ,f‘(x) lies 
in both a cone and its polar cone. This implies that f(x) = 0. 0 
The following result implies that a zero Point off IS an approximate zero 
Point of f. As norm we use the Euclidean norm in R”. For a set C in R”. 
diam(C) = sup{IIx-yl/ 1 x.~ E C}. 
Lemma 3.7. Let 7 = sup {diamf(a) 1 cr E FC). Let x he a Zero point qf.f‘. Then x 
is an approximate Zero point 0fJ; i.e., 1 i,f(Z) 11 < 7. 
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Proof. Let 2, . . . ,xt be the vertices of a (t - 1)-simplex of F containing X. Then 
Y(X) = Ei=, A$(x') and x = Ei=, /Ii i x w h ere x:=, li = 1 and Ai 2 0 for all 
i E Zt. Moreover it holds that 
IlfW = ll p_m -.!wIl G ~W~) -f(x’)II GY. 0 
i=l 
We will construct a graph G = (V, &) where 9’” denotes the set of nodes 
and d denotes the set of edges. Esch Z-complete (n - IZl)-simplex is a node 
in V. An Z-complete (n - Ill)-simplex r’ in vF(Z) and an J-complete 
(n - /Zl)-simplex r2 in r+‘(J) are said to be adjacent complete simplices if 
Z = J = L and r’ and r2 are both facets of an (n - ILI + 1)-simplex o in 
uF(L) or T* is a facet of r2 and 22 is an (n - 111 + 1)-simplex in uF(Z), or r2 
is a facet of r1 and r’ is an (n - IJ1 + 1)-simplex in vF(J). Two adjacent com- 
plete simplices r1 and r2 are connected by an edge e = { T~, z’} E d. The degree 
of a node r in G is defined to be the number of nodes connected with it, denot- 
ed by deg(r). A path in G from node r” to node rl is defined as a sequence of 
the form (r”, er, r’, . . . , el, r’) where t”, rl, . . . , TI are nodes and el, . , el are 
edges, such that ei = {ri-‘, r’} for i E Zt. A path is simple if all its nodes and 
edges are different. Summarizing the above results, we have the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.8. Suppose that f : P H R” satisjies Condition 3.5. Let ~~ be a 
triangulation of P such that euer-y set vF(Z) with Z E _% is subdivided into 
(n - 111 + l)- stm ’ pl ices. Starting with z” = {v}, the algorithm generates a jinite 
sequence of adjacent J-complete simplices for varying J E 9 which leads to an Z- 
complete (n - Ill)-simplex z for which Z = 0 or z c F(Z). Zn either case, there 
exists y E z such that f(y) = 0. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, {v} is an Z-complete 0-simplex in vF(Z) for some unique 
set Z E 9 with lZ\ = n. Since {v} lies in the boundary of vF(Z), there exists a 
unique 1-simplex a in uF(Z) having r as its facet. By Lemma 3.3 either c is an Z- 
complete simplex in uF(Z) where Z = Z \ {Z} for some unique Z E Z and no facet 
of 0 other than {u} is Z-complete, or a has exactly one other Z-complete facet 7. 
Hence there exists a unique adjacent complete simplex to {v}. That is, 
deg({v}) = 1. 
Suppose that r is an Z-complete (n - 111) -simplex lying on F(Z). This implies 
that r lies in the boundary of vF(Z). Then there exists a unique (n - /Zl + l)- 
simplex o in uF(Z) having r as its facet. By Lemma 3.3 either o is an i-complete 
simplex in vF(Z) where Z = Z \ {Z} for some unique 1 E Z and no facet of 0 other 
than z is Z-complete, or o has exactly one other Z-complete facet 7. Hence there 
exists a unique adjacent complete simplex to T. Again deg(r) = 1. 
Suppose that T is an @complete n-simplex. Then T lies in vF({E}) for a 
unique element 1 E Z,,,. Moreover, T has exactly one facet a which is an 
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{ Z}-complete simplex in uF( { Z}). Clearly, o is a unique adjacent complete sim- 
plex to T. Again deg(r) = 1. 
In all other cases, we will prove that if r is an Z-complete (H - lZl)-simplex 
for some Z E 9, z has exactly two adjacent complete simplices. There are two 
possibilities: either t lies in the interior of uF(Z) or z lies in the boundary of 
t+‘(Z). If T lies in the interior of uF(Z), then T is a facet of exactly two 
(!r - 111 + l)- . pl’ sim ices in uF(Z). It follows from Lemma 3.3 that r is adjacent 
to exactly two complete simplices. If r lies in the boundary of uF(Z), then there 
exists exactly one (H - 111 + l)-simplex o in uF(Z) having t as its facet. By 
Lemma 3.3 either cr is an Z-complete simplex in tiF(Z) for some unique 
f E 9 with Ifl = 111 - 1 and has no other Z-complete facets, or o has exactly 
one other Z-complete facet. This yields one adjacent complete simplex to 5. 
On the other hand, since z lies in the boundary of vF(Z), z lies in vF(Z) for 
some unique set Z E .fl with (11 = IZj + 1. By Lemma 3.4 either r is J-complete 
for some unique set J E 4 with J.Z = IZl, or r has exactly one Z-complete facet. 
In the former case, T lies in z+‘(Z) and hence there exists exactly one simplex 8 
in t+‘(Z) having z as its facet. It follows again from Lemma 3.3 that there 
exists exactly one other complete simplex adjacent to z. This concludes that 
z has exactly two adjacent complete simplices. In other words, we have 
deg(z) = 2. 
As shown above, the degree of each node in the graph G = (F‘. ,3) is at 
most two. Note that since the number of simplices in P is finite, the number 
of nodes in G must be finite, too. Since deg({u}) = 1, it is easy to see that there 
exists a simple finite path starting from {u}. The end node of this path must be 
a node r of degree one. As shown above, r must be an Z-complete (n - Ill)-sim- 
plex for which 111 = 0 or r c F(Z). By Lemma 3.6 in either case there exists a 
Point y E r such that f(v) = 0. 0 
In this theorem it is shown that starting with u, the algorithm leads to an 
approximate zero Point y of f (note that y is a zero Point of ,f) within a finite 
number of Steps. If the accuracy of this approximation is not good enough, the 
algorithm tan restart from y with a finer triangulation of P in the hope that a 
better approximation will be found within a smaller number of Steps. Define 
the mesh size 6 = sup{diam(o) 1 a E .T} for the triangulation F of P. Since 
P is compact and f is continuous on P, the error y in Lemma 3.7 goes to zero 
as the mesh size 6 of the triangulation Y converges to Zero. So a zero Point of ,f 
on P will be found in this way. This leads to the next result. 
Corollary 3.9. Let f : P ++ R” satisjk Condition 3.5. Let fl he u zero Point of J‘ 
generated by the algorithm with respect to the mesh size cik of the triangulution .I/ 
ji>rk= 1,2,... Suppose that dk conuerges to Zero LIS k goes to in$nity. Then the 
sequence{yk 1 k= 1,2,...} must haue u conuergent subsequence und any cluster 
Point sf this subsequence is a Zero Point of f on P. 
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So we have established the following basic existente theorem. 
Theorem 3.9. Given any n-dimensional simple polytope P = {x E EX” 1 alTx < bi, 
Vi E Im} with nonredundant constraints. Let f : PH FF’ satisfy Condition 3.5. 
Then there exists at least one x* E P such that f (x*) = 0. 
This theorem implies the following well-known multivariate mean value the- 
orem (see e.g., [lO]). 
Corollary 3.11. Let j’be a continuous function from the n-dimensional cube C” us 
defined bejbre into R”. Then there exists apoint x* E C” such that f (x*) = 0 ifthe 
following condition holds jbr any x E C”: 
U)J;(x1,... ,X,-l,Pi,Xi+l,...rXn)~O! 
(2)f;(Xl,. .’ ,+l,qi,Xi+lr~~.! xn) 3 0, 
for all i E In. 
It should be noted that in the above discussions, because of the use of The- 
orem 2.1, we need not make any nondegeneracy assumptions. In a similar way, 
we tan also discuss the applications of these results to other simplicial algo- 
rithms. We leave it to the interested readers. 
4. Special cases 
In this section we discuss two applications of Theorem 2.6. In these applica- 
tions we tan easily compute the matrix B-i in Theorem 2.6. In fact we will give 
the formula of B-‘. When Theorem 2.6 is applied to the algorithm proposed by 
Yang [8], the polytope P(t) is defined as follows. Let u be a positive vector in R” 
the sum of whose components is equal to one. We rearrange the components of 
u in the decreasing Order to obtain the vector U. For t E (O,:], let 
It is clear that PI (t) 2 p2 (t) 2 . . . apn(t) for t E (O,;]. For each t E (O,q, the 
polytope P(t) is defined by 
for any proper subset J of I,, . 
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In this case, we have the following nice characterization of Theorem 2.6. This 
result tan be viewed as the dual of Lemma 5.5.5 of Yang ([ll], p.106). 
Example 4.1. For the polytope P(t) defined above, and any c E R”, the vertex .Y’ 
of Theorem 2.,6 is the unique Solution of the II linear equations Ehe,,, x’; = 1, 
c hEK, xh = xA=,~h(t), j E In-l, where Kj = {ii,. .ij} for each .i t l,,. and 
(ii, il. ~ i,,) is the Permutation of (1~ 2,. , n) such that c,, < c,, < < c’,,, 
and L’,> = c,, with s < t implies i,y < i,. This is clear because 
exists and the first n rows of this matrix are all lexicographic positive, where I,,, 
is given by 
I,, =l. I,.,=O. j=2 ,... .n+l. /,.,=C,/-C~ /,/. .j=2 . . . II. 
I ,,,‘, z-1. 1, .,,,_, =l. I,,=O. j=7 ._... n. f#i,+l. r#i,Itl. 
I,, I,, = -c,,,. 1, _,,I,l +, = 1, l,,+l , y= 0, t # 1. t # 6, + 1. 
We remark that the above result also holds for a class of polytopes, called base 
polytopes of submodular Systems [12]. In fact the above polytope P(t) is a spe- 
cial kind of base polytope. Denote by _ % the collection of all subsets of In. A 
function f : 2”’ H R is called strictly submodular if for any X. Y E 2Ar with 
X g Y and Y $Z X we have 
.f’(X) +f(Y) > f(X n Y) +f’ix U Y). 
We assume ,f(0) = 0. Define 
BCf’) = cxj, <f(x),x E 2’“.x # In. cx,j = ,f(&) 
htX he/,, 
B(,f) is called the base polyhedron associated with (2’fl,,f). It tan be shown that 
B(f) is a simple (n - 1)-dimensional polytope with nonredundant constraints. 
Let us now consider another class of interesting polytopes. Denote by 3”’ the 
set of all the ordered pairs of disjoint subsets of I,,, i.e., 3’n = {(X, Y) 1 X. 
Y C Z,,,X n Y = 0}. For any (Xi, Yi), (X1. Y2) E 3L we write (Xi ~ Y,)I_(X7, Y?) 
if and only if XI 2 Xl and Y, C Y2. A function ,f : 3h7 H R is called strictly 
bisubmodular if it satisfies 
,f(z. r,) +f& y2) >.f(z nx2, r, n yz) 
+f(W, UZ) \ (6 u fi), (Yl u y2) \ (4 U&)). 
for any (Xi, Y,), (X?, Y2) E 3’” with (Xi, Yi) E(X,, Y,) and (X2, Yz) e(X), YI ). It is 
assumed that ,f(0,0) = 0. Define 
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P*(f) = 
1 I 
x E R” cxI> - CXI, < f(X, Y), (X, Y) E 3L . 
hcY hEY 1 
The set P,(J) is called the bisubmodular polyhedron associated with (3’n, f). It 
tan be shown that P*(J) is a simple full-dimensional polytope with nonredun- 
dant constraints (see Ando and Fujishige [ 131). Now we have the following very 
nice characterization of Theorem 2.6. 
Example 4.2. For the polytope P,(J) defined above and any c E IR”, let 
(il, i2, . . . , in) be the Permutation of (1,2,. . . , TZ) such that ICi, 1 > Icil 1 > 
. . . > Ici, 1 satisfying the following conditions: 
1. ci, = Ci, < 0 and s < t imply i, < i,; 
2. Ci, = Ci, > 0 and s < t imply i, > i,; 
3. cis = -ci, > 0 implies s > t. 
DefineKj=XjUq={ii,. . . , ij} for each j E J,, where 
Xj = {ij 1 sign(-ci,) = 1 for some 1 < Z<j}, 
5 = {ij ] Sign(-Ci,) = -1 for some 1 <I <j}. 
Define A(K,) = Chaj e(h) - ChEY, e(h). Then the vertex x* of Theorem 2.6 is 
the unique Solution of the 12 linear equations CL_, xh - CLEYI xh = f(Xj, Yj), 
j E 1,. This tan be seen since the following matrix 
[ 1 0 ... 
B-’ = izj,il = 
0 0 
c A(KI j . . WL1) A(L) 
1 -1 
exists and is lexicographic positive, where lj,i is given as follows: 
Zl,1 = 1, l,J=o, j=2 )...> n+l, 
Zj,i = sign(-ci,)Ci, - Sign(-ci,_, )Ci,_, j = 2, . . . , tl, 
lj,ij+l = -+ign(-ci,), lj,i,_l+l = sign(-cij_,), lj,, = 0, 
j=2,...,n, t#ij+l> t#ij-l+l, 
1 n+l.l = --Cd-Cin)Cin, zn+l,in+l = Gd-ci.), 
1 n+l,t = 0, t # 1, t # in + 1. 
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